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ABSTRACT 
The field of Remote Sensing has been greatly benefited by the development of 
LIDAR. The extraction of bare earth under tree canopies and especially the identification 
of hidden trails are important tools for military and civilian operations in dense forests. 
LIDAR data from Sequoia National Park in California (2008) and Fort Belvoir Military 
Base in Virginia (2007) were two areas that were selected for analysis. Quick Terrain 
Modeler software was used in order to recognize hidden trails. The entire procedure was 
followed by ground truth verifications in Sequoia National Park and all the necessary 
preparations for the analysis of Fort Belvoir data were studied. The ground truth results in 
Sequoia were promising and the analysis of Fort Belvoir data was encouraging for further 
development of the system. Trails with a width less than 2 m were easily recognized in 
Fort Belvoir during the analysis of the data, which affirmed the high accuracy of the 
sensor. In the Sequoia area, only paved trails with a width less than 1.5 m were identified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. GENERAL  
The field of Remote Sensing provides an important tool for the definition of the 
environment in both the civilian and military worlds. One of the most recent forms of 
remote sensing is Light Detection and Ranging, or LIDAR. Modern LIDAR systems 
provide the ability to acquire very accurate 3-D surface images of the world, and have a 
wide variety of applications, including urban and forest topography.  
One of the primary problems in remote sensing is to see below the top layer of 
forest canopies, in order to observe natural and manmade features under the trees.  This is 
very difficult to do with passive optical sensors, or imaging radar.  An emerging 
capability with LIDAR sensors is to see ‘what happens’ below the tops of trees in dense 
forests. Many human facilities of special interest are hidden in the jungle, making them 
difficult to locate. LIDAR systems have become important for the identification of any 
legal or illegal operations under tree canopies. One way to detect them is to recognize any 
possible trails and roads that indicate any movement of people between areas of interest.  
The purpose of this thesis is to study the utility of LIDAR for this kind of identification.  
B. OBJECTIVE 
The overall goal of this thesis is evaluate the utility of LIDAR systems for finding 
hidden roads and trails under canopy.  This thesis will also review the development of 
LIDAR technology, particularly airborne scanning LIDAR systems. One commercial 
software package, Quick Terrain Modeler, will be used for processing and extracting 
ground information.  
C. RESEARCH STRUCTURE 
The object of the research is to extract trail information in urban and forestry 
areas from aerial imagery and LIDAR point clouds. 
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Chapter II presents a review of general LIDAR characteristics as found in 
published research papers and other sources. This chapter describes LIDAR techniques, 
development and current capabilities of civilian and military LIDAR. The differences 
between discrete and waveform LIDAR systems are described to better understand the 
results and the data accuracy. A reference to LIDAR errors is also added. 
For the areas selected, all the LIDAR data and the real images were thoroughly 
searched and appear in Chapter III. A description of selected areas and field equipment 
used are also described. 
Chapter IV is devoted to trail classification containing some fundamental 
characteristics from civilian/military aspects of trails. Moreover, statistical methodology 
used for the evaluated results and several useful tools helpful in obtaining the best 
analysis and results are contained in this chapter. 
Chapter V described the analysis of datasets and the results for the areas. A 
detailed description of the analysis and all the numerical results concentrated after the 
measurements are provided. Finally, the summary, conclusions and recommendations 




A. LIDAR  
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) is a developing technology used in remote 
sensing to exploit the properties of scattered and reflected light. LIDAR systems make it 
possible to develop a 3-D depiction of urban and forest structure and can accurately 
estimate ground elevations, the structure of vegetation and manmade structures under tree 
canopies. LIDAR makes it possible to create topographic maps, focusing on modeling, 
mapping and forestry. The unique capabilities of advanced laser systems, combined with 
the contribution of Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU)) and Global Positioning System (GPS) 
technologies create an alternative method of precise topographic information. These 
newer capabilities are advantageous compared to the classical methods of remote sensing 
and surveying.  LIDAR is an active technology that works similarly to radar (which uses 
radio waves instead of light) by transmitting laser pulses to a target and recording the 
time it takes for the pulse to return to the sensor’s receiver. A much shorter wavelength 
(near infrared) is used (by comparison to radar), resulting in greater spatial resolution. 
Light beams from lasers can penetrate the tree canopy through gaps in branches and 
leaves and be observed reflecting from the ground (Figure 1). This supplies observers 
with a “see through” capability. Comparable to the sun’s rays on a bright day, LIDAR 




















Figure 1.   (a) Collection of georectified digital aerial photographs and high-
resolution LIDAR data over an area of interest.  (b) The instrument uses a 
green laser and a raster scanning mechanism to acquire LIDAR data while 
a GPS base station locates the position of the aircraft and receives the 
collected data (From: www.sanctuarysimon.org and 
www.soundwaves.usgs.gov/2007/09/meetings2.html)  
LIDAR measures the pulse return time to determine surface elevations. LIDAR 
data, for terrestrial applications, generally have wavelengths ranging from 900-1064 
nanometers, due to the vegetation’s high level of reflectance (Ensminger, 2007). Visible 
wavelengths are not preferred because the vegetation absorbance is high and only a small 
amount of energy would be returned to the sensor. Longer (infrared) wavelengths reduce 
the effects of atmospheric absorption and scattering. 
The LIDAR system is mounted at the bottom of an aircraft and scans the area 
below the airplane, emitting laser light in a perpendicular direction to the flight path. 
Parallel flight paths create an overlap of scanning areas and provide a complete image of 
the target area.  In order to determine the orientation of the area and the position of all 
cloud points, it combines the GPS and the Inertial Navigation System (INS) of the 
aircraft with the current scan angle of a rotating mirror that emits a laser beam and a laser 
range finder. The IMU measures the scan angle of the mirror at the moment of each pulse 
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and records the precise pitch, roll and heading of the aircraft (Figure 2). It is eye-safe and 
laser scanning occurs day and night, providing that good weather conditions are present 
(the sky is clear). 
 
 
Figure 2.   LIDAR Acquisition System (From: www.valtus.com) 
Some parameters are taken into consideration during the collection of data. First, 
the most important aspect is the pulse rate per second of the laser beam that is transmitted 
from the sensor to the earth’s surface. A higher pulse rate gives higher resolution because 
it increases the probability that the laser beam will penetrate the canopy and hit other 
objects like branches or the ground. Next, the output power of the LIDAR is considered, 
because that defines the flight altitude. Higher output power permits researchers to fly at 
higher altitudes and scan larger areas for a given field of view. Furthermore, the intensity, 
or power, of the return signal depends on additional factors besides the output power: the 
small portion of the laser pulse that is interrupted by a surface, the intercepted reflectance 
on the surface at the wavelength of the laser and the fraction of the illumination that is 
reflected and travels back toward the sensor (Ducic et al., 2006). 
A major application of LIDAR includes mapping, used to image buildings, road 
construction and other man-made structures. A modern LIDAR system can collect from 
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10 to 100 thousand 3-D points per second and supplies a resolution 1-40 points per 
square meter, depending on the flight altitude and airspeed (Mangold, 2008). Various 
LIDAR companies begun to demonstrate that the integration of LIDAR with multi-
spectral imagery (MSI). The combination of LIDAR and MSI allow for the production of 
bare earth modeling and the classification of the terrain.  
The type of data collected from backscattering, distinguishes two broad categories 
of sensors. One category is the discrete-return LIDAR sensors that measure from one up 
to seven returns (multiple-return systems). It measures major peaks that represent discrete 
objects in the path of the laser illumination (Lefsky et al., 2002). A Digital Surface Model 
(DSM) is generated by the selection of the first echo. The last echoes are the starting 
point for generating the Digital Terrain Model (DTM). For hard surface reflectors, such 
as house roofs or roads, these echoes are identical (TopoSys, 2008). 
During the last decade, a new generation of airborne laser scanners has appeared, 
making it feasible to digitize and record the entire backscattered signal of each emitted 
pulse. It is also possible to identify the type and the material of the target. This advanced 
technology is called full waveform (FW) LIDAR (Chauve et al., 2007). Figure 3 





Figure 3.   Differences between waveform and discrete-return LIDAR  
B. LIDAR EVOLUTION 
The invention of the laser was a landmark in the history of LIDAR. Arthur 
Schawlow and C. H. Townes first developed the theory of the laser, as given in the 
landmark paper “Infrared and optical masers” (Schawlow and Townes, 1958).  Theodore 
Maiman then demonstrated the first laser on May 16, 1960 at Hughes Research 
Laboratories. The components of Maiman's solid state (ruby) laser are illustrated below 
(Figure 4) (Maiman, 1960). Since then, lasers have enormous applications in all sciences 
and billions of dollars have been invested in the laser industry (Garwin and Lincoln, 





Figure 4.   Maiman’s ruby laser (From: http://laserstars.org/history/ruby.html) 
Currently, most LIDAR sensors use neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet 
(Nd:YAG), a glass material working at 1.064 microns (μ ) (Geusic et al., 1964).   
Solodukhin was the pioneer scientist who developed LIDAR in the Soviet Union 
in 1977. He first attempted to use lasers to estimate the forest biomass (Solodukhin et al., 
1977).  
This attempt was followed by studies in North America in the early 1980s. 
NASA, in the 1970s, developed a measurement technique using LIDAR, and was 
commercially used since the early 1990s (Bartels, 2007). 
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The first LIDAR systems measured the altitude of the aircraft to assure the 
accuracy of the flight pattern. Once airborne, the sensor emits pulses of infrared laser 
light, which are used to determine ranges to points on the ground. The time difference 
between the transmit pulse and the receive pulse is a measure of height. Subsequently, 
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) systems emerged. The first terrestrial LIDAR flight 
apparently was performed in 1979, by the NASA Airborne Oceanographic LIDAR 
(AOL), a technology designed for bathymetry (Krabill et al., 1984). The first full-
waveform (FW) LIDAR system was developed in the 1980s (Figure 5), again for 
bathymetric purposes (Guenther and Mesick, 1988).  
 
Figure 5.   First measurements of terrain and trees from the NASA Airborne 




NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center researchers have pushed the evolution of 
waveform and discrete return systems. NASA/GSFC developed the Scanning Lidar 
Imager of Canopies by Echo Recovery (SLICER), an airborne system, designed to 
describe the vertical structure of a tree canopy in the early 1990s.  The LIDAR system 
developed for Mars (Mars Observer Laser Altimeter, or MOLA, 1996-2000) was limited 
by bandwidth, and hence was only a discrete return system. The MOLA technology 
design was subsequently flown as the Shuttle Laser Altimeter on the space shuttle in 
1996 (STS-72), and 1997 (STS-85), and returned waveform data over much of the earth.  
Figure 6 illustrates the results taken from the Shuttle Laser Altimeter. 
 
Figure 6.    Results from the Shuttle Laser Altimeter (From: NASA, 2008) 
The follow-on Laser Vegetation Imaging Sensor (LVIS) continues to fly in a 
variety of terrestrial environments. LVIS records the waveform returns and extracted 
forest features especially under canopies and characterized woodland areas (Hofton et al., 
2002). During this period, algorithms for ground classification were developed using 
waveform analysis. These algorithms are now in use in the analysis of data from the 
following system, the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS), carried on the Cloud 
and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) (2003-2008) (Zwally et al., 2002). 
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The first operational airborne commercial FW LIDAR system appeared in 2004 
(the LiteMapper-5600 LIDAR system), built by Riegl Corporation. Figure 7 illustrates 
the waveform data taken over various surfaces by the Riegl sensor. 
 
 
Figure 7.   Profile 1 through forest, buildings, and corn field (From: Hug et al., 2004) 
During the last two decades, comparisons of laser and other remote sensing 
methods, such as radar and optical sensors, have proved that lasers are among the best 
sensors for recording forest structure. High spatial resolution digital elevation models 
(DEMs) are gradually derived from LIDAR systems are also gradually being established 
as the most accurate such models.   
C. PROCESSING FORESTRY LIDAR DATA  
The following paragraphs are intended to provide an introduction of LIDAR 
remote sensing for vegetation applications (Lewis and Hancock, 2007). These paragraphs 
will also refer to the instruments and ideas currently used or that may have existed, and 
review features applications for exploring and monitoring vegetation.  
1.  Discrete Return LIDAR 
In a discrete return scanning LIDAR system, the instrument is typically mounted 
on an aircraft (Figure 8), although ground based systems are also available. These 
systems examine the time it takes for each pulse to complete a round trip, hitting the 
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leading edge of the target (tree canopy top) or the trailing edge (laser beam penetrates 
canopy and hits the ground). These are referred to as the ‘first’ and ‘last’ returns.  
 
 
Figure 8.   Typical airborne commercial discrete return LIDAR scanning system 
(From: Lewis and Hancock, 2007). 
Although it is preferable to keep the footprint of the laser beam very small at 
about 10 – 30 cm to penetrate the canopy, it is possible for the beam to be completely 
absorbed by the canopy before it reaches the floor and/or may miss the tree tops (causing 
an underestimation of tree height). Tree height variance can be inflated due to 
misperceived tree heights within the tree height-finding model. Figure 9a shows correctly 
measured height for trees 1 and 3 because LIDAR returns intercept tree peaks (yellow). 
The height of tree 2 is incorrectly measured because the LIDAR return is from the side of 
the crown (blue). Figure 9b counts tree 4 as two stems (and heights) due to a forked or 




Figure 9.   LIDAR misperceived tree heights measurements (From: Lewis and 
Hancock, 2007). 
Since the sensors scan to get across-track spatial sampling (characteristically up to 
around 40o), the scan angle is an important tool to use to extract the tree height using the 
Pythagorean Theorem (Figure 10). LIDAR data formats generally provide 3-D results as 




Figure 10.   Angle effects on tree height measurements (From: Lewis and Hancock, 
2007). 
In this case, there are three reasons that can be used to explain the sources of the 
last returns: i) some returns of a large leaf or branch, ii) the slopes of the ground (Figure 
11), and iii) shape of the understory (bushes or any kind of small trees close to the 




Figure 11.   Slope effects (From: Lewis and Hancock, 2007) 
A main characteristic of discrete return LIDAR systems is the intensity of the 
sampled signal for which the return may determine whether it is ground or crown. Figure 
12 depicts the mean intensity of the LIDAR samples over a range of different age forest 
stands (Kalogirou, 2006). The ground-ground points are typically the highest intensity 




Figure 12.   LIDAR intensity (From: Kalogirou, 2006) 
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The leaf reflectance is generally higher than soil reflectance in the near infrared so 
it is expected that the return from the leaves should be higher than that from the ground. 
However, this does not occur because the leaf causes more laser beam scattering than the 
ground. The proportion of radiance viewed by the sensor is relatively small and reflected 
energy from only a portion of a canopy is measured. Additionally, the ground is relatively 
flat, resulting in a strong ground return (compared to leaves). 
A recent operational airborne platform system is the Optech ALTM 3033 LIDAR 
flown on a Piper Navajo Chieftain aircraft run by the Unit for Landscape Modelling at 
Cambridge University. It collects 33 kHz in standard operating mode and measures first 
and last returns and intensity data. The RMS accuracy of the height data is ±15 cm, from 
an operating altitude of 3000 ft. 
2. Waveform LIDAR Systems and Analysis 
In a waveform LIDAR system, the system samples and records the returned 
energy for equal time intervals (‘bins’). Such systems are reliant on relatively new 
technology. Existing waveform LIDAR systems typically have a much larger footprint 
than discrete return systems, working with footprints on the order of tens of meters. 
A large footprint is used in waveform LIDAR for forestry applications because 
there is a greater chance that some signal will be received from both the top of a tree and 
the ground. This makes it possible to measure some characteristics of a whole tree or 
several trees (Figure 13 and 14), where the amplitude of the reflected laser energy shows 
features relating in some way to the measured features of the tree. The example in figure 
13 depicts two main peaks: one associated with the crown and one from the ground 
signal. The trade-off is that the local ground slope, at which the LIDAR can be used, 
decreases with increasing footprint size. If the slope is too high, then it is more likely to 




Figure 13.   Waveform LIDAR Operation (From: Lewis and Hancock, 2007) 
 
Figure 14.   Riegl LiteMapper 5600 data from a Corn Field (see also Figure 7 above) 
(From: Hug et al., 2004). 
One of the first airborne small-footprint waveform digitizing laser scanners is the 
RIEGL LMS-Q560 (http://www.riegl.com/uploads/tx_pxpriegldownloads/lms-
q560_datasheet.pdf). It enables the user to analyze the data during post-processing and 
extract additional information from the data. The number of pulses, the pulse width and 
the amplitude are used to classify the vegetation points. 
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Figure 15a depicts a 3-D point cloud of single returns, while Figure 15b shows the 
multiple returns, which are important in filtering and modeling algorithms related to 
vegetation and ground surface separation, as well as forest parameters.  
The amplitude of the returns of the digitized data is a very important factor, from 
which very important information about the structure and texture of the target can be 
extracted. It is possible to discriminate between surface objects based on their amplitude 
(Figure 16a). Also, in combination with the range, a visualization of the scene and 
separate the objects can be created. The amplitude for classification cannot be used 
because sometimes the amplitude of different objects matches each other (for example, a 
grass slope and asphalt street). In order to distinguish between objects and especially 
vegetation, the pulse width is needed. Broader pulse width corresponds to vegetation. 
Figure 16b illustrates a cloud of points classified as vegetation and non-vegetation points 
based on their pulse width (dark points correspond to vegetation).  
 
 
Figure 15.   3-D point cloud of the study area. The color shows the index of the 
corresponding  scatterer. (a) Points presenting only one echo pulse are in 
green. (b) Points presenting two echoes and more are in grey and blue 






Figure 16.   (a) Amplitude image showing trees, vegetation, access roads and 
buildings. (b) Pulse width image (From: Ducic et al., 2006) 
Means et al. (1999) describe early waveform data taken with the SLICER 
instrument in 1995.  This early system had a very low repetition rate (80 Hz), but it could 
be flown at relatively high altitudes and has a Horizontal positioning accuracy of around 
5-10 m (Figure 17).   
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Figure 17.   SLICER operation (From: Dubayah et al., 1997) 
The vegetation canopy LIDAR (VCL) (Dubayah et al., 1997), was the initial 
NASA/GSFC design for a space born instrument to measure global characteristics of 
forests. Construction was nearly completed; the system failed to be launched into space 
due to programmatic issues.  This technology was applied to the IceSat Geoscience Laser 
Altimeter System (GLAS), launched in 2003. With a 70 m footprint, a ground slope over 
10o complicates the ability to retrieve canopy information. Comparison to a smaller 
footprint system such as the 25 meter footprint LVIS system shows an apparently small 
effect from the footprint size, so the error caused by slope is insignificant compared to 





Figure 18.   Steps in converting a raw SLICER waveform to various processing levels. 
(From: Progress in Lidar Altimeter Remote Sensing of Stand Structure, In 
Deciduous and Coniferous Forests Using Slicer Data; Michael A. Lefsky, 
David J. Harding, Geoffery G. Parker ,Warren B. Cohen, Steven A. Acker;  
Proceedings of the ISPRS Workshop; Mapping Surface Structure And 
Topography by Airborne and Spaceborne Lasers; November 9-11, 1999; 
La Jolla, CA; ISPRS WG III/5: Remote Sensing and Vision Theories for 
Automatic Scene Interpretation; ISPRS WG III/2: Algorithms for Surface 
Reconstruction; International Archives of Photogrammetry And Remote 
Sensing; XXXII-3/W14 (http://www.isprs.org/commission3/lajolla/) 
The next airborne waveform system from this group is known as LVIS (Laser 
Vegetation Imaging Sensor) was developed by NASA (NASA, 2008). The laser scan can 
be adjusted by software in real time to remove forward motion effects and platform angle 
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changes. Data on the surface below these swaths are collected, and a Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) and map can be generated from them. LVIS has a scan angle of about 12 
degrees, and can cover 2 km swaths of surface from an altitude of 10 km (Figure 19).  
 
   
   
  (a)      (b) 
Figure 19.    (a)  LVIS can be mounted on any aircraft that has a standard aerial 
camera mount and a window.  (b) These sample data show bare-earth 
topography for an urban and forested region in central Maryland, collected 
in leaf-on conditions. Above right: Vertical extent of vegetation and 
buildings in the same region of central Maryland. Blue areas are flat (i.e., 
roads), and yellow and red areas are tree heights ranging from 25-30 
meters.  
3. LIDAR Data Extracted Information  
A huge variety of techniques and algorithms are used to analyze LIDAR data to 
derive tree characteristics and other under canopy information. All the characteristics 
may generally be derived from either discrete return or waveform, in which it is possible 
spot the signal features coming from the top or under the canopy. 
One technique used by the GLAS team estimates tree or canopy height by 
measuring the top five tree heights in a forest to extract information for all tree species 
around the area (Lefsky et al., 2005). It uses a large footprint LIDAR, which makes it 
difficult to identify particular trees for validation; nevertheless, this is often executed in 
some local average measurements (e.g., stand scale in plantations). In the case of non-
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plantation forests or rainy forests, canopy structure can be very complex and so there can 
be noteworthy local variation in tree height. However, in most cases, LIDAR can provide 
almost direct measurements of tree or canopy heights. 
An advantage of waveform LIDAR is the use of statistical analysis, which helps 
to determine the vertical distribution of foliage and branch matter. This technique 
requires some form of model (making particular assumptions relative to the angular 
distribution and spatial organization of the scattered light). To make single tree 
extraction, Brandtberg et al. (2003) used a method of gradual coarsening of vertical 
resolution. After the number and height of trees was determined, the 3-D appearance with 
bark reflectance was combined to get accurate species determination. 
Full waveform laser scanning offers the capability of automatic classification of 
points (Ducic et al., 2006). Prior to determining  the  signature of the objects, 5000 
training points were chosen to do the signature analysis for the classes: vegetation (trees 
and bushes), grass, asphalt road and various roofs (buildings and houses). Two different 
lists of histograms were created (Figure 20) one for pulse width (a) and one for the 
amplitude (b) and they initially observed that the multiple echoes correspond mainly to 
vegetation points. It can be seen that there is an overlap in the amplitude-pulse width 
space for different classes and cannot be made classification reliant only on one of the 
two features of the waveform. In order to define a decision tree algorithm such as 
vegetation or non-vegetation, we can combine the two different features plus the range 





Figure 20.   (a) Histogram of the pulse width of points. (b) Histogram of the amplitude 
of points. The blue points correspond to one echo and the red ones to 
multiple echoes. (From: Ducic et al., 2006) 
Waveform LIDAR systems are more capable of deriving information about 
canopy structures and tree characteristics. New technology in airborne LIDAR 
instruments and an increasing variety of them over past years, allows the expanded 
capabilities of LIDAR in many applications such as measuring vegetation canopies. 
Unfortunately, no space borne LIDAR systems currently exist that are specifically 
designed for measuring canopies besides some efforts by the VCL. 
4. Discrete Returns vs. Waveform Data 
It is possible to compare the structure of the returns in the two existing forms: the 
discrete returns and waveform. Figure 21 visualizes different cases of possible target 
situations and shows the difference between the discrete interpretation and the actual 
waveform of the backscattered echo. It shows the differences between the two types of 
returns. While the discrete returns analysis shows the range (the first and last returns) and 
the reflectivity of the target (by analyzing the amplitude of the discrete pulse), the 
waveform analysis shows the texture of the target and also the situation of the target in 
respect to the scan angle of the laser beam. Therefore, Figure 18 shows a broadening of 
the echo’s pulse when there is a slope on the ground.  Finally, multiple returns in 
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waveform analysis can illustrate the texture of the target and give more accurate 
classification of the data. A careful consideration of both types of data can provide an 
exact 3-D image of the forest classification. 
 
 
Figure 21.   Echo signals from different target situations. For every target type from 
left to right: sketch of target and laser beam, discrete return result, full 
waveform echo signal. 
So far, ALS systems have provided only specific types of 3-D coordinates, 
compelling discrimination and classification approaches to rely on discrete returns only. 
Full-waveform laser scanners supply quality tools as pulse amplitude or pulse width, 
which can be used to expand upon the classification steps further. On the other hand, 
comparison with discrete returns improves the visualization of the data. The classified 
vegetation points are used to create digital terrain model (DTM) and digital surface 
model (DSM) products, which are particularly useful for forestry applications.  
D. LIDAR BENEFITS 
There are many advantages when using LIDAR. These include large area 
coverage in a short time period, high levels of accuracy, reasonable cost considering 
other conventional collecting data and portability. 
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The most noticeable benefits of LIDAR over conventional photogrammetric data 
collection include efficiency involving point density and time saving. Most LIDAR 
devices can collect 10.000 mass-points per second, while the conventional stereo 
compilation techniques can collect only approximately 0.4 points per second (Prasad, p. 
7). 
Multiple returns by the LIDAR system cover almost 24 points per m2, resulting in 
a better 3-D representation. Imagery and 3-D visualization give more/have a higher level 
of confidence, while mapped images better represent the actual existing conditions. 
Additionally, it can map both bare earth and split ends of terrain among high vegetation. 
The filtering procedure also allows ‘unclassified’ data to be gathered to analyze tree 
canopy and contour line-of-site, as well as measure power lines.  
As an active and portable sensor, LIDAR can be moved easily, data collection can 
be done quickly and data retrieval is not limited to daylight hours (Emison, 2008). 
Measurements do not depend on the sun’s position or inclination and surveying can be 
accomplished at any time (Figure 22). The precision of data gathering is slightly affected 
by the weather, but clear weather conditions offer more reliable results. Even most risky, 
hard to reach, or prohibited areas can be accessed for mapping by air. 
 
 
Figure 22.   Laser radar beams light up the sky on a winter's night at the LIDAR 
Research Laboratory in Chatanika, Alaska as part of an international 
collaborative study of the polar atmosphere. (From: Emison, 2008) 
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Digital technology allows fast and automatic delivery/turnaround progress, 
eliminating film scanning and reducing human work hours. The majority of the LIDAR 
data capturing requires very little user input. Data loss is less of a problem, and 
additionally, other flights record areas where points had previously not been collected. 
Besides, direct digital acquisition provides almost 95 percent forward lap between 
exposures within a flight lines. It is noticeable that such a large percentage number allows 
up to 9-10 deferent analyses of the same feature. 
LIDAR’s function typically consists of the integration of three different 
technologies into a unique system, capable of producing accurate DEMs by using the 
appropriate data. GPS, lasers and inertial navigation systems combined allow a high 
degree of accuracy in the footprint positioning of a beam when it hits an object.  The 
accuracy of lasers is generally a few centimeters; therefore, the LIDAR’s accuracy 
limitations are due essentially to the GPS components. Improvements in commercial GPS 
and inertial measurement units have already lead to the increasingly high accuracy level 
using LIDAR from helicopters or wing-fixed aircrafts. Compared with the orthophoto 
technique, LIDAR is much more accurate in foliage; ±15 cm horizontal and ±10 cm 
vertical, while the orthophoto technique faces problems with the projection on slopes and 
shadows from tall trees. With a special interpolation and filtering process, it is possible to 
obtain higher post spacing intensity. It is, therefore, feasible to detect small changes in 
the landscape. This application is enhanced by the elevation information, a feature of 
which conventional orthophotos are not capable. 
Preliminary results in a South San Francisco Bay survey pointed out that, in small 
areas, when LIDAR is compared with photogrammetry, LIDAR techniques provide more 
accurate data. (Foxgrover and Jaffe, 2005, p. 8). 
As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the vertical accuracy of the measurements 
throughout the study area on hard surfaces is 0.1 to 0.15 m for LIDAR, while the 









Terrain Description  
+/- 10 – 15 +/- 15 – 30 Hard Surfaces (roads and buildings)  
+/- 15 – 25 +/- 25 – 40 Soft/Vegetated Surfaces (flat to rolling terrain)  
+/- 25 – 40 +/- 35 – 50 Soft/Vegetated Surfaces (hilly terrain)  







Terrain Description  
+/- 20 – 60 +/- 30 – 60 All locations except extremely hilly terrain.  
Table 2.   Absolute horizontal accuracy 
An advantage of LIDAR versus other analog techniques is the included 
multispectral data. The ability to allow users to acquire RGB, panchromatic and color IR 
data from one flight is significant. One analog camera would need to be airborne on top 
of the projected area in three separate flights to provide an image similar to that of 
LIDAR. Typically, additional data collection from air would be expensive and possibly 
not affordable. While many clients may not recognize the benefit of multispectral data, it 
has proven to be useful for land/vegetation declination, under canopy surface 
identification and wildfire hazard evaluation. Several useful models were used in 
Wyoming’s Casper Mountain area where multispectral data was implemented for wildfire 
hazard assessment and allowed professionals to develop land classifications and diseased 
plants calculations to help identify fire risk areas (Caldwell, 2005). 
E. WHY LIDAR? 
Remote sensing can be basically defined as the action of evaluating some aspect 
of an object either, small (plants) or large (tree, road, trail) from a different location. 
Many disciplines use these techniques, especially the atmospheric science discipline. The 
first tools of remote sensing included balloons and rockets, followed by radar and after 
World War II, LIDAR was discussed and used. 
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The use of LIDAR in forestry and road construction applications is a major task. 
For this reason, forest ecological companies use high-accuracy LIDAR data from air for 
optimization of roads and trails, as well as forest inventory and monitoring. More data of 
the terrain topography provide a better chance to make a more effective transportation 
route or protect the environment against natural changes (LIDARcomm). 
Collecting aerial LIDAR data is a safe, unobtrusive and environmentally friendly 
method. Unlike other ground analysis procedures, airborne LIDAR can collect data over 
limited, undesirable, or inaccessible areas. Apart from the necessity to certify the LIDAR 
measurements with ground truthing, no need exists to send pervasive crews to conduct 
deep survey operations. LIDAR surveying in forest or low visibility areas can avoid 
needless tree cutting or other practices, which can harm the environment. 
In addition, many types of information can be shared that will be practical and 
helpful to conservationists. Scientists will be able to gather all LIDAR maps and identify 
areas which areas that are most vulnerable or recognize dense plants and tree canopies to 
allow them to mature into the majestic groves of this world (Rowe, 2007).  
F. LIDAR ACCURACY AND ERRORS 
1. Accuracy 
The purpose of this section is to provide necessary information and discussion 
points for LIDAR users to better understand the term of LIDAR accuracy specifications, 
because each user will be faced with various interpretations – and misinterpretations – of 
what is meant by the accuracy of the LIDAR data. LIDAR system manufacturers are 
often not going to reveal the conditions under which system specifications apply and they 
generally know how to present the best results. There are also different interpretations of 
common terms due to a lack of clear definitions. 
The published documents about LIDAR accuracy specifications generally provide 
little information on how this accuracy is measured. As illustrated in Figure 23 some 
critical information such as operating altitude, full or limited scan angle, target type and 
slope, GPS quality required to reproduce, etc. is often not included. Some key points 
from Airborne 1 Corporation in respect to LIDAR accuracy are cited. 
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Figure 23.   GPS communication with LIDAR system (From: www.forestry.gov.uk) 
Manufacturer’s accuracy specifications are derived from statistical sampling of 
the LIDAR data and are generally quoted as a 1 sigma spec, meaning ~68% of the data 
will fall within or 90% (1.6 sigma) specifications are generally not mentioned.  
Accuracy specifications are generally taken across the entire scan width of a 
system despite the fact that accuracy will decrease with increasing scan angle; it is 
common to see the quoted accuracy being the average of the error at minimum and 
maximum scan angles.  
Accuracy is generally taken in the GPS reference frame so effects of geoid 
modeling are ignored. Accuracy analysis is generally taken by comparing to known 
ground control points, but details of how this was done are generally not included. 
Accuracy analysis tends to focus on vertical accuracy (Z) and details on how 
planimetric accuracy (XY) is verified are vague. 
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2. Errors 
The total inherent errors are comprised of the contribution of errors of each 
subsystem of LIDAR components and the final operational accuracy that can be achieved 
is generally worse than the theoretical limit. The accuracy of the final digital terrain 
model accuracy is the result of a combination of different inherent error sources in the 
acquisition and errors due to the processing procedures. The primary inherent error 
sources of a LIDAR system during acquisition process are as follows.  
a.  Laser Rangefinder Error 
Laser rangefinder is a well known technology that measures the distance 
that based on the time delay of each pulse between the LIDAR and the target. Under 
normal operating conditions, the range error from a properly calibrated laser is about 5 – 
7 cm, independent of altitude. However, proper calibration does not eliminate some 
parameters that affect the final results, such as the timing jitter in the on-board clock, the 
relative position of the system in respect to the target during the transmission and receipt 
of the pulse or errors due to bounce of beam between branches and bushes. In addition, 
atmospheric effects can impact the accuracy of the laser rangefinder, especially at higher 
altitudes. Proper tuning of the laser’s beam wavelength can reduce the effects. Moreover, 
people introduce an atmospheric model that usually minimizes the effects in the post-
processing of the LIDAR data.  
Another issue to take into consideration regarding the rangefinder is the 
divergence of laser beam as it propagates. For example, an output beam with a spot size 
of 0.1 cm and a divergence of 0.25 mrad as it exits the sensor will illuminate a footprint 
on the ground of ~25 cm from an altitude of 1000 m and ~50 cm from 2000 m. 
Therefore, for small footprint, it is necessary to consider the footprint size when taking 




Figure 24.   This figure demonstrates how a single coherent beam of laser light is 
diffracted into an angular field. An error can occur due to geometric 
relationships imposed by axial mounting considerations between the 
camera and the laser field generator 
The returns from the target are a combination of the energy transmitted 
and received from the system as well as the ground slope across the footprint. At higher 
slopes, only small amounts of radiated beams return to the sensors.  
b.   GPS Positioning Error 
GPS errors are divided in two basic categories: the inherent GPS errors 
and ground control errors. The first category includes carrier phase GPS positioning 
errors. These errors are the same for each user and vary from centimeter-level accuracy to 
one meter-level accuracy. Some factors are: satellite geometry, the number of satellites, 
orbital biases, multi-path, antenna phase center modeling, integer resolution, and 
atmospheric errors. The second category of GPS errors is the accuracy of geoid height 
models. GPS heights are relative to an ellipsoid. Nationally, the current geoid height 
model (GEOID99) has a precision of ±5.2 cm (1s) at a 5-km distance. Therefore, any 
vertical GPS error, such as geoid height modeling, will directly influence the accuracy of 
any LIDAR product.  
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c.   IMU Orientation Error 
The IMU is used to determine the aircraft attitude in terms of pitch, yaw, 
and roll, the vertical and horizontal movements of the aircraft in flight (Figure 25). 
Accurate measurements of the platform orientation are required to determine correctly 
the pointing direction for each laser pulse relative to Earth surface coordinates. IMU is 
hard mounted to the LIDAR sensor and the errors are derived from the scanning 
subsystem. These can be described with respect to the scanner mirror angle and laser 
pointing errors (Nayegandhi, 2007). Some of these errors can be reduced by proper 
system calibration prior to data collection and proper system modeling during post-
processing. It is necessary to keep in mind that, when considering final achievable 
accuracy for the LIDAR sensor, system engineers must consider the entire error budget 
and not simply focus on the IMU. 
 
 
Figure 25.   Error in IMU-derived position. The diagram shows the error in the 
position derived from the stand-alone IMU for one minute 
d.  Filtering Processing Error 
Filtering Processing Errors occur because of vegetation noise (inability to 
penetrate heavily canopied forests without breaks, thus preventing creation of accurate 
DEM). Bare Earth under short grasses is much harder to determine (dead zone effect). An 
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error depends on the type of surface being mapped and ranges from a few centimeters in 
open canopies to up to several meters in closed canopies and sloping terrains.  
e.  Errors in LIDAR Ground Elevation and Wetland Vegetation 
Height Estimates 
(1) Ground Estimation. For some LIDAR systems, it is 
difficult to record ground returns in areas with dense ground vegetation. Therefore, an 
overestimation of ground height occurs due to minimal pulse penetration.  
(2) Canopy Height. In dense forests, due to the reason in (1), in 
addition to the attribution of penetration of laser beam into the foliage (no returns from 
tree top), an underestimation of canopy height can be made. The largest absolute errors in 
the estimation of LIDAR canopy surface height were associated with tall vegetation 
classes. However, the largest relative errors were associated with low shrub (63%) and 
aquatic vegetation (54%) classes. Also, it is difficult to obtain returns from non reflective 
materials, such as water and black surfaces. 
(3)  Position Errors. Position Errors can occur in the DEMs 
(Digital Elevation Models) and CHMs (Canopy Height Measurements), because all 
generated surfaces are a smoothed representation of the true surface. Attempts are made 
to keep the error (or misrepresentation) to a minimum. A great deal of research is 
currently being channeled into developing superior DEM generation algorithms for this 
purpose, particularly in steep and heavily wooded terrain (Woodget et al., 2007).  
(4)  Scan Angle. LIDAR errors can occur due to the scan angle 
of a LIDAR beam. Generally, scan angle varies from 15° to 50°. The wider the scan 
angle the less accurate the results will be due to lesser numbers of light pulses reflecting 
upon the earth’s surface. Many studies have found errors associated with both DEM 
generation and canopy height estimation (Figure 26) to increase with increasing scan 
angle (Ahokas et al., 2003). It is anticipated that this results from a lower intensity of 
reflectance at greater scan angles, as dictated by Lambert’s Cosine Law.  
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Figure 26.   The scan angle must be within 18º of nadir; otherwise, LIDAR footprint 
can become highly distorted (From: www.cnrhome.uidaho.edu) 
Higher numbers of pulses per unit area can be achieved with the 
following methods: i) slower aircraft speed, ii) lower flying altitude, iii) reduced scanning 
angle, and iv) increased pulse emission. 
(5)  Flying Altitude. At greater altitudes, lower density returns 
occur (Goodwin et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2007), due to the larger distance between 
sensor and target. This causes a reduction in the intensity of the return pulse in 
accordance with Newton’s Inverse Distance Law. In case the intensity falls below a 
certain threshold, the pulse becomes indistinguishable from random noise, and therefore, 
is not recorded. This is much more likely to happen at greater flying altitudes. 
Furthermore, recent work by Takahashi et al., (2007) demonstrates that an increase in 
both systematic and random errors of mean tree height estimates is observed with 
increasing altitude. Consequently, a flying height of less than 1000 m for tree height 
studies is recommended. 
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G. LIDAR APPLICATIONS 
Each application itself has explicit demands, for spectral, spatial and temporal 
resolution. There can be many applications for LIDAR, in different fields, as described 
below. In the body of LIDAR benefits, some of the most important applications will be 
mentioned for civilian and military purposes.  
1.  Civilian Applications 
a.  Geology-Seismology 
In geology and seismology, LIDAR technology and GPS have evolved 
into the study of earth’s structure to realize the grandness of earth’s physical crustal 
processes. Considerable natural disasters such as hurricanes or earthquakes lead into 
airborne laser mapping development which allows timely and accurate survey data to be 
collected and rapidly assessed. This combination was also used to create accurate 
elevation models for territories, measure ground elevation under canopy and also to find 
the location of the Seattle Fault in Washington, USA (Figure 27).  
 
 
Figure 27.   The Seattle Fault between Puget Sound and Seattle. 
b.  Forestry 
The use of airborne LIDAR in the forestry industry started early and has 
become widespread. Conventional techniques did not suffice to obtain critical and 
accurate information such as densities and tree heights. Airborne LIDAR technology can 
produce a mapping image of the ground under canopy, while simultaneously mapping 
tree heights. Such accurate information on the topography and terrain beneath the tree 
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canopy is very important to many industries including forestry, energy, railroad and also 
to natural resource managers (Airborne Laser Mapping). Of the utmost importance is that 
forests play an essential role in balancing the Earth's CO2 supply and exchange, being the 
key link between the atmosphere, geosphere, and hydrosphere (Figure 28).  
 
 
Figure 28.   Total amounts of stored carbon in black, and annual carbon fluxes in 
purple. (From: NASA Earth Science Enterprise) 
c.  Sea Ice 
Ice covers a considerable part of the Earth's surface and is a key factor in 
global climate change studies and commercial shipping industries. Airborne LIDAR 
altimetry provides a direct geometry measurement of an ice surface with an accuracy of 
5-25 cm, thus providing a useful estimation and validation tool for sea-ice thickness 
measurements. The LIDAR measurements are based on accurate GPS positioning attitude 
data in combination with a geoid model and its precision is currently limited by long-
range kinematic GPS performance. Figure 29 shows the Geikie operations that occurred 
between 1996-98, which included repeated GPS measurements and mapping by airborne 
LIDAR altimetry at the top of the Geikie Ice Plateau, East Greenland (Forsberg, R. et al., 
2003). Some other similar applications include iceberg detection and tracking, ice 
condition and ice type/age/motion evaluation.  
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Figure 29.   Geikie ice cap (From: R. Forsberg et al., 2003) 
d.  Mapping 
Airborne LIDAR systems operating today provide exciting technology 
applications for terrain and baseline thematic mapping, which constitutes an integral 
component of the process of managing land resources. LIDAR mapping technology 
offers the opportunity to quarry information from steep slopes and extremely shadowed 
areas (e.g., Grand Canyon) and has been enhanced to produce high quality systems 
designed for engineering, design, monitoring, and GIS applications. 
Digital Elevation Models (DEM), digital representations of ground surface 
topography, often comprises much of the raw dataset through LIDAR technique. 
Depending on the surface complexity including variable tree heights, topographic 




Figure 30.   The photo above shows the 0.1 ft. RMSE accuracy of the 20-mile corridor 
project T-REX, Denver, CO in 2000.  
In topographic mapping, multispectral imagery as a component of LIDAR 
technology provides ancillary terrain information for forest cover and supplements data 
with the textural nuance inherent in LIDAR imagery. With this, a composite image 
product useful for interpretation can be created (Uddin). 
e.  Oil and Gas Exploration 
LIDAR data has several potential applications in industries such as oil and 
gas exploration, as well as the exploration of other natural resources. The high-resolution 
features of LIDAR provide all of the necessary tools to engineering organizations in an 
extremely time-sensitive manner. It offers extremely accurate terrain models and imagery 
for ground verification. All LIDAR data sets produce high-resolution, three-dimensional 
imagery and local mapping, which reduces the expense of costly ground surveys. 
f.  Corridor Mapping 
Airborne laser mapping allows truthful and rapid mapping of linear 
corridors, such as gas pipelines, railways, highways, or power utility right-of-ways. A 
helicopter bound LIDAR sensor can be used for the mapping of a corridor by flying at 
lower altitude to collect accurate and dense data of corridors. These data are useful in  
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setting up the corridor and during execution of work.  Even without extensive cost-
benefit analysis, it is possible to monitor the deflections and possible areas in need of 
repair at a later time.   
  
Figure 31.   Corridor picture analyzed and converted to LIDAR data imaging   
g.  Flood Plain Mapping 
Applications for LIDAR mapping services also include floodplain 
mapping. Airborne LIDAR mapping is the faster and most precise method to obtain 
three-dimensional data suitable for producing high-resolution digital elevation data for 
flood and inundation risk management. Many task forces have found that current 
methods of high risk areas mapping was inadequate for the analysis of flood risk, or for 
the consideration of inundation protection options. This was the reasoning behind some 
planners’ and hydrologists’ effort to find other remedial strategies such as LIDAR. These 
highly accurate digital data are used with other digital information to analyze flood 
hazards and delineate floodplain boundaries. 
2.  Military Applications 
Military applications are possibly classified and are not yet known to be in place, 
but a notable amount of research is underway in their imaging use. LIDAR’s higher 
resolution offers military personnel the possibility of collecting enough detail to identify 
targets such as tanks, submarines, aircraft and other warfare threats.  
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a.  Bathymetry 
The Airborne LIDAR Bathymetry (ALB) system uses a short green pulse 
of light to measure the depth of the water based on the amplitude of the bottom return. 
The water measuring depth varies from 1.5 m down to 60 m, depending on the water 
clarity, the specific attenuation rate of the water and losses at the air (Abbot et al., 1996). 
Figure 32 shows a bathymetric LIDAR waveform and can be viewed as three different 
parts: (1) the water surface return which is the first component, (2) the water volume 
backscattering which increases until the pulse is entirely within the water and (3) the 
bottom return which is the last signal that arrives at the sensor. Since LIDAR is a 
monochromatic system, a combination of LIDAR and passive imaging systems would be 
more effective for bottom classification and underwater threats detection. 
 
 
Figure 32.   Bathymetric LIDAR waveform (From: Schlagintweit, 1993) 
b.  Rapid Airborne Mine Clearance System (RAMICS) 
RAMICS is one of five developing Airborne weapon systems which will 
be hosted onboard the MH-60S helicopter. It is a helicopter-borne weapon system that 
will fire from a gun to neutralize surface and near-surface mines. The gun uses 
algorithms of targeting and is controlled by a fire-control system. A LIDAR system will 
be also used by the gun to find the exact location of the mines, target them, provide 
aiming coordinates to the gun's fire control system and finally fire at the mine, causing 
immediate mine deactivation. Having this system organic to the fleet, it is possible to 
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shorten the detection timeline and maximize the helicopter’s time on station. Another 
such system is the Airborne Laser Mine Detection System (ALMDS), which uses the 
STIL sensor and offers portability and is more effective than the AN/AQS-20X system 
(Global Security Organization). 
 
   
Figure 33.   Rapid Airborne Mine Clearance System (RAMICS) and Airborne Laser 
Mine Detection System (ALMDS) (From: Global Security Organization, 
2008) 
c. Super-Sensitive Imaging Systems 
The need for three-dimensional imaging technology for ballistic missile 
defense lead in the development of laser-based detection systems that will allow military 
aircrafts to identify ground vehicles accurately in battle fields and permit  robotic 
vehicles to navigate safely through unfamiliar territory. This technology is built around 
highly sensitive optical detectors that measure specific amounts of reflected laser light. 
These systems create 3-D models of scanned objects in real time and due to LIDAR 
features, this accurate object outline permits interceptor systems to discriminate between 
re-entry vehicles and spherical decoys, something traditional radar cannot do. 3-D  
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capable LIDARs can also determine the distance of an object (Kenyon, 2002). The device 
functions based on the laser pulse, an average, one nanosecond to half a nanosecond long, 
and its reflected light is imaged by the detector array.  
d.  LIDAR for Missile Interceptors 
The U.S. Army is developing a LIDAR system for next-generation missile 
interceptors. As part of its advanced LIDAR technology program, Raytheon Company 
has developed a Range-Doppler-imaging LIDAR sensor to enhance the interceptor's 
sensing and target discrimination capabilities. This technique uses a laser to scan a target 
in the same way that conventional radar does. The target’s motion can be depicted as an 
image since range and speed data extracted from the reflected energy of an incoming 
warhead. This technology offers a huge variety of sensing capabilities based on the 
Doppler effect for future interceptors against threat countermeasures. The Doppler 
LIDAR images can be taken at longer ranges than a conventional LIDAR.  
All of the above summarizes the broad area of LIDAR operations and 
applications. The technology is changing day by day as systems are upgraded and new 
equipment is introduced. In the future, LIDAR is expected to be seen in a large variety of 
fields of everyday life and soon there will be a learning curve in collecting and using this 
new tool. 
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III. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
A.  OVERVIEW 
Based on Owens and Espinoza’s thesis work (Owens and Espinoza, 2007), the 
experiments in two new areas with different terrain and topology features were applied. 
Sequoia and Belvoir data were selected as the locations with the most recently collected 
available LIDAR data. Both sites were utilized for the purpose of identifying trails using 
these data. After becoming familiarized with Quick Terrain Modeler (QTM) software, 
data sets were initially loaded on the computer, analyzed and finally divided into training 
and purpose sub-locations. This dichotomy was important to find training points suitable 
for the researchers to become comfortable with LIDAR data formatting. Fort Belvoir was 
the first location and all training points were selected to be from there. During the Belvoir 
data process, new data from the Sequoia area were simultaneously collected. Belvoir data 
were recorded during the winter season in leaf off conditions and Sequoia data during the 
summer season.  Although both areas have different species of trees and types of terrain 
features, the same basic principles were applied to both.  
One of the purposes in the experiment was to classify the vegetable area into three 
categories: i) the bare earth, ii) objects above the bare earth to some height and iii) the 
remaining cloud of vegetation points above the objects category (Figure 34).  
 
   
 
   (a)      (b)    
Figure 34.   (a) Fort Belvoir original QTM image and (b) bare earth extracted image 
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Using the bare earth algorithm, the initial data were divided into the above 
categories. Initially, some useful tools from the QTM software were used to identify 
possible trails under canopy in forest locations and cropped them to process in a specific 
way. After making note of the possible trails (Figure 35), ‘control’ areas of the same size 
were randomly cropped as the trails to be used at a later time for statistical analysis with 
IDL code. Finally, the check points of ‘target’ and ‘control’ areas were determined that 
were used during ground truth verification. Points located in the vicinity of a five-meter 
range from either control or target areas were excluded from the IDL software. Also, a 
seven-meter buffer zone was established on either side of the trail to eliminate the 
position errors of selected points due to GPS device, cropping technique, UTM 




Figure 35.   (a) Cropped trail (‘target’ area) and (b) Cropped ‘control’ area 
B. LIDAR DATA LOCATIONS 
This project deals with two distinct areas with different morphology, topography 
and biomes. The first location of data sets represents Fort Belvoir in Fairfax County, 
Virginia (Figure 36), which is a United States military base. The second set of data comes 
from Sequoia National Park in Southern California (Figure 37). Site descriptions will 




Figure 36.   Fort Belvoir in Virginia (From: Google Map)   
 
Figure 37.   Sequoia National Park in California (From: Google Map) 
C.  DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED AREAS  
In the locations described below, the orientation of the area and some general 
information relative to geographic characteristics and topography features such as slope 
as well as canopy and undergrowth composition are supplied. 
1. Fort Belvoir 
Fort Belvoir base is located about 20 miles southwest of Washington, D.C. It is 
the home of the United States Army Material Command, Defense Logistics Agency 
headquarters and elements of ten other Army major commands.  The mission of this army 
installation is to provide both logistical and administrative support to tenant and satellite 
organizations. 
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The site is considered to be an urban, flat area with many creeks and small forests. 
There are different species of trees. For example, there is a mixture of oak mesic and 
beech mesic trees often located at the tops of hills such as few mixed pine hardwood 
forests where Virginia pine is dominant (Fort Belvoir). 
To cover the entire area (Figure 38), several passes from buckeye flights provided 
a wide overview from different look angles (Figure 39), conducted over three days.  
North-South and East-West flights covered portions from the whole area of interest. 
  
 
Figure 38.   Area covered by LIDAR sensor 
 
Figure 39.   Flight passes 
The data were collected using a modified Optech 3100D (Figure 40) on 25-27 
March 2007 and some general specifications are found in Table 3. A ground truth site 
visit was scheduled for August 2008, but was never realized, due to military restrictions. 
The airborne system was flown at a medium altitudes of 2,500 ft. and recorded a large 





to lower altitudes to focus on smaller areas (sites 1A and 4B), but with higher resolution 
data. Both areas have a nominal density of 400 XYZ points per square meter, giving the 
desired 5 cm surface spacing. In areas with foliage, the density can be much higher than 
this due to multiple returns per laser pulse. Area 2 was to be collected with nominal point 
spacing of 30 cm. As most of area 1A and all of area 4 were contained in area 2, the 
much higher data density was down sampled to 30 cm for this site. 
 
 
Figure 40.   The ALTM 3100EA is the solution for engineering and corridor 
applications to collect higher altitude missions if demanded 
The data contained Buckeye imagery collected by Flight Landata. All nadir 
imagery was collected on March 25, 2007. The 25 degree off-nadir flights occurred on 
March 26-27, 2007. For each pass, raw image files and telemetry were provided in the 
standard Buckeye format. Each area required different data processing.  Site 1A is 







Sensor Optech ALTM 3100 
Collection Date March 2007 
Platform Bell 206 Jet Ranger Helicopter 
Operational Altitudes 1  80-3500 m AGL, nominal  
Horizontal Accuracy 2  1/5,500 x altitude (m AGL); 1 σ  
Elevation Accuracy 2  <5–20 cm; 1 σ *  
Effective Laser Repetition Rate  Programmable, 33 – 100 kHz  
Range Capture  Up to 4 range measurements, including 1st, 2nd, 3rd, last returns  
Intensity Capture  12-bit dynamic range Measurements for all recorded returns, including last return  
Scan FOV  Programmable in ±1. increments;  
Scan Frequency 3  0 to 70 Hz (>70 Hz optional) Programmable in 1 Hz increments  
Roll Compensation  ±5°; more compensation available if FOV reduced Programmable in ±1. increments  
Position and Orientation System  POS AV 510 OEM Includes embedded BD960 GNSS receiver (GPS and GLONASS)  
Data Storage  Ruggedized removable SCSI hard disks  
Beam Divergence  Dual divergence: 0.25 mrad (1/e) and 0.8 mrad (1/e) , nominal  
Laser Classification  Class IV (US FDA 21 CFR)  
Power Requirements  28 V 35 A (peak)  
Operating Temperature  Control rack: +10° Sensor head: -10°  
to 35°C to +35°C (with provided sensor 
insulating jacket) 
Storage Temperature  Control rack: -10°C to 50°C Sensor head: 0°C to 50°C  
Humidity  0-95% non-condensing  
Dimensions and Weight  Control rack: 65 cm x 59 cm x 49 cm; 53.2 kg Sensor head: 26 cm x 19 cm x 57 cm; 23.4 kg  
Video Camera  Internal video camera (NTSC or PAL)  
Table 3.   Optech 3100 Specifications (From: Optech, 2008) 
The Fort Belvoir area experiences a variety of weather conditions during the year, 
so any measurements throughout the year will differ from each other due to seasonal 
changes and natural vegetation growth. Some trails might seem to be the result of 
naturally draining rivulets down the hillsides. 
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2. Sequoia National Park 
Sequoia National Park is located in the middle of California, approximately 280 
nm southeast of San Francisco (Figure 41). It was established in 1890 and is one of the 
America’s oldest National Parks and is considered a national treasure. The park spans 
404,051 acres (1,635.14 km2). Elevations rise to nearly 13,000 feet (3,962 m) and the 
park contains among its natural resources the highest point in the conterminous 48 states. 
Visitors can find the five largest living giant sequoias in the world, including the General 
Sherman tree, the largest tree on earth. These sequoias can be 2000-3000 years old. 
Although they are long-age trees, today only a few trees have survived from the initial 
sequoia forest. There is a great deal of precipitation and snow to support sequoias and 
their forest neighbors (White, 2003). 
 
   
(a)    (b) 
Figure 41.   (a) top view from Moro Rock, (b) meadow surrounded with pine trees 
The forest consists of several sequoias and other species of redwoods, with an 
average upper canopy height of 75-80 m and small suppressed trees from 15 to 20 m 
high. In areas of interest, the canopy closure is about 60 - 70 percent, which is a common 
closure for this type of forest, while the rest of the park is surrounded by an average 
upper canopy of 55-60 m. It is considered a dense forest.  
Several sites were chosen to set up the measurements, mainly based on trail 
accessibility (near the main road). Other factors taken into account include the vegetation 
density and canopy cover, which are very important parameters for this selection and the 
ongoing analysis. Prior to the visit, more sites had been evaluated but only three were 
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accessible during the visit (Figure 42). In the tracking area, several dead trees also 
covered most of trails, making it difficult to walk in the forest. However, many paved 
trails among sequoia were found that were accessible to everyone. 
 
 
Figure 42.   Selected three areas for trail identification 
The availability of information at the time of measurements, compared to the 
availability at the date of collection, remained the same because of the recently recorded 
data. The size of the entire area recorded by Airborne 1 was almost 100 nm2 (Figure 43) 
and data were taken from a typical flying altitude of 3000 ft AGL. Figure 44 represents 
the provided flight parameters set on the sensor and the airplane during the experiment. 
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Figure 43.   Area covered by Airborne 1 flight 
 
Figure 44.   Screen capture of the flight parameters that were used on the captured 
LIDAR images 
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C.  FIELD EQUIPMENT 
Table 4 identifies equipment utilized during ground truth verification site visits. 
 
FIELD EQUIPMENT  
Equipment  Description 
Garmin GPSMAP 60CSX  Hand-held GPS receiver used to verify target and control points  
Antcom L1 TNC female 5” ground 
plane, 5/8” mount, 35db  
GPS External Antenna (Backpack Mounted) for increased GPS 
accuracy and signal acquisition under canopy.  
Kodak 10.0MP Digital Camera - 
Black ( Z1085 ) 
Digital camera used to capture overhead cover and trail 
characteristics  
Galileo Zoom Binoculars - 8-
24x50mm Locating the most distant trails other general use. 
Western Digital Passport External 
Hard Drives with 250 GB of Memory  Transfer data during site visits  
Portable laptop  Software Garmin installed, QTM software installed 




A. TRAIL AND ROAD CLASSIFICATION  
Various definitions are given for trails (Figure 45). Generally, a trail is any 
surface designed and managed to accommodate use on that surface. From a civilian 
aspect, according to Interagency Trail Data Standards (ITDS) Version 2, the Interagency 
Trail Fundamentals suggests four fundamental concepts that are cornerstones of effective 
trail planning and management: 
• Trail Type 
• Trail Class 
• Managed Use 
• Designed Use 
      
Figure 45.   Trails samples in Sequoia National Park and Fort Belvoir 
The above categories provide the means to design and manage existing trails and 
how to use them (nps.gov, 2004).  
Trail Type is assigned per each trail and helps managers to indentify trails based 
on design parameters, management needs and the cost of managing any trail for a 
particular use. It is subdivided into three fundamental categories: i) Standard/Terra Trail, 
ii) Snow Trail and iii) Water Trail. 
Trail Class provides chronological classification of trail development: 
• Trail Class 1:  Minimal/Undeveloped Trail 
• Trail Class 2:  Simple/Minor Development Trail 
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• Trail Class 3:  Developed/Improved Trail 
• Trail Class 4:  Highly Developed Trail 
• Trail Class 5:  Fully Developed Trail 
Each Trail Class is defined in respect to accessibility to the public, traffic flow, 
obstacles, and constructed feature. When Trail Classes are applied, the one that most 
closely matches the managed objective of the trail is chosen. 
Managed Use indicates a management decision or goal to accommodate a 
specified type of trail use. Trail Class and Managed Use are mutually connected, and one 
cannot be determined without consideration of the other.  
Designed Use is unique for each trail and shows the intended use that controls the 
desired geometric design of the trail, and determines the subsequent maintenance 
parameters for the trail. The Designed Use determines the technical specifications for the 
design, construction and maintenance of the trail or trail segment. 
From a military point of view, only a route classification determines what type of 
vehicle and traffic load a specific portion of a route can handle. The route-classification 
formula consists of the following route features (Espinoza, 2007, p. 34). 
• Route width, in meters 
• Route type (based on ability to withstand weather) 
• Lowest military load classification (MLC) 
• Lowest overhead clearance, in meters 
• Obstructions to traffic flow (OB), if applicable 
• Special conditions, such as snow blockage (T) or flooding (W) 
For trails and roads classification, the most visible and easy to measure parameter 
for the identification of trails with QTM is the width of the trail. Therefore, each trail that 
shows up in the LIDAR data with a certain width can be considered as a potential trail. 
However, further analysis of other characteristics (height profile and intensity) of the data 
will confirm or deny the existence of the trail. The width of the trail is a significant factor 
that makes it possible to estimate the designed use of the trail, and furthermore, the 
condition of the trail shows its accessibility. In most U.S. military maps, the lane width of  
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trails is less than 1.5 m (Espinoza, 2007, pp. 34-35), while Table 5 illustrates the various 
measurements applicable to road width according to STANAG 2174 for military routes 
(Global Security Organization). 
 
 
Table 5.   Road classification according to the number of lanes 
Figure 46 shows terms used to designate road features and components. This is 
similar to the description of a trail. Each trail consists of the traveled way (the main 
“body” of the trail designed for foot traffic) and the shoulder at either side of trail. In the 
case of paved trails during this experiment, one measurement was taken from the width 
of the traveled way and another measurement included the width of the shoulder (Figure 
47). For unpaved trails, the extreme width was taken from one side of the depression to 
the opposite side to provide the visible indication of the trail to the analyst (Figure 48).  
 
Figure 46.   Road nomenclature 
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Figure 47.   Paved trail in Sequoia National Park 
 







1.30 m 0.25 m 
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B.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
As mentioned earlier, each area was subdivided into control and target areas and a 
number of these were randomly selected as samples for ground truth verification. 
Although 50 points are recommended for ground truthing of small areas, the software 
generator used randomly selected only approximately 20 points for each area to be 
verified (Figure 49). This may have occurred because most of the trails recognized in the 
data were shorten in length.  The number of control points selected for each area was 
approximately two-thirds the number of target points.  
 
 
Figure 49.   Randomly generated points for both target and control areas. 
To extract the accuracy of the measurements, all measurements taken are plotted 
in tables in Appendix B. Based on Airborne 1 accuracy tables, the standards of NMAS – 
VMAS of typical resolution (Airborne 1, 2008) was adopted. This experiment depends on 
a 90 % confidence, which implies that the points measured inside the circle with 0.5 m 
radius from the selected point (center), were defined as trails and used for the trails 
accuracy calculations (Figure 50).  A numerical adjustment of 20% on the radius of 0.5 m 
occurred on the above standard for the Sequoia area. Consequently, the limit of 0.5 m  
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increased to 0.6 m, which is justified from the morphology/topography of that location 
and the difficulty that LIDAR sensors have in measuring the data on hillsides precisely. 
Chapter V provides more details in the analysis.  
 
 
Figure 50.   Point #1 is considered to be inside the range of 50 cm radius cycle, while 
Point #2 is outside. Point #2 was not characterized as a successful result 
due to its distance from the reference point.  
Remarkably, all other points plotted outside the circle do not suggest that the 
LIDAR sensor and QTM software totally failed. As mentioned in Chapter II, errors such 
as GPS Positioning and IMU orientation errors can completely justify that deviation. 
Many other functions were also used to define the accuracy with mathematical precision 
of all the points on trails. As seen in the sample table (Table 6), the mean of the real 
values is mostly calculated to show the sign and the value of the result number, indicating 
where the points tend to be forward or backward along the direction of the trail path. 
Figure 51 represents a pattern of two trails and four sample points (two for each one). It  
 
R= 0.5 m 
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should be mentioned that no relation exists between the arrows ending direction with the 
North axis. As explained below, the arrows indicate the hiker’s footpath from alongside 




Target Points  
Measured distance 
from point (Real-
Absolute values ) (m) 
1 0.40 0.40 
2 -0.30 0.30 
3 0.70 0.70 
4 -0.20 0.20 
Mean of the real values (m) 0.15  
Mean of the absolute values (m)   0.40
RMS (m) 0.441588043
Average of points insisde the trail 3 of 4 = 75.00 %  










Figure 51.   Red dots represent the points (targets and controls) and the arrows show 
the direction of the trail. Blue dashed lines are perpendicular to the mean 
direction axis of the trail and pass from the point. The signs + or – 
represent the distance that is forward or backward (respectively) of the 
point and have a positive or negative number. 
The mean of the absolute values is very significant because that result gives a 
representative sample of the dispersion of the true points during measurements. It refers 
to the average and the mathematical success of the experiment. Finally, the Root Mean 
Square (RMS) is the statistical measure of the magnitude of the deviation between points 
from LIDAR and points from the GPS unit. The grey shading (Table 6) indicates the 
points that exceed the limit of 0.6 m and are excluded from the ground truth data 
identification.  
C.  DATA COLLECTION TOOLS AND PROCEDURES 
During area observations and data analysis many considerable characteristics 
were analyzed, not only of the QTM software, but also from the areas where the 
measurements took place. Areas that had sunk below specific locations often appeared to 
be trails or roads, but were not. The overhead panchromatic imagery, either from the 
LIDAR sensor or Google mapping, initially provides the image of a flat area on the 
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ground. With further examination, using the “rescale model height” and the “examine 
height profile” tools from QTM it is now easy to recognize the existence of a natural 
depression (Figure 52). 
 
 
Figure 52.   Rescale model height tool: (a) exaggerated top view showing the 
depression in Sequoia National Park (b) default values for the depression 
in that area. 
As already mentioned in the Espinoza and Owens thesis, the height profile tool 
across a depression provides a remarkable solution to identify whether or not a feature is 
man-made or natural.  The “V-shape” of the height profile is a good indication for 
distinguishing between trails or roads and natural drainage areas. 
Another useful visualization option provided by QTM software is the intensity 
enhancement. By checking the import intensity box during the import XYZ model 
process, it is then possible to examine the intensity profile across a line on a specific 
location. The intensity profile is primarily used to classify the texture of the target. A 
representative example in the following Figures 53-56 shows the intensity profile across 






Figure 53.   Creek with a width of two meters width in Fort Belvoir measured by QTM 
and its corresponding intensity profile 
Paved roads or busy trails can be identified with more accuracy since the intensity 
profile detects any irregularity of the ground. On the other hand, it is not obvious if it is a 
trail or just the result of a natural drainage rivulet. Unpaved trails have almost the same 
features as a paved trail, with the only difference of the vegetation that covers the trail 
and also a fluctuation in the width of the trail that results in different intensity profiles. 
The fluctuation on the intensity profile diagram along trails confirms the existence of an 









Figure 54.   The rough fluctuations on the bottom of the “well” along the intensity 













Figure 55.   The rough fluctuations on the bottom of the “well” along the intensity 
profile correspond to the wooden paved trail 
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V. ANALYSIS 
A. FORT BELVOIR 
Fort Belvoir was the first site analyzed using techniques, described in Chapter IV. 
The data were collected on March 25-27, 2007. The sensor was mounted onboard a rotary 
wing aircraft. This collection method provided multiple look angles, increasing the 
probability of recording more returns from the surface below. The area consisted of eight 
sites, as described in Chapter III.  
Unfortunately, Fort Belvoir is a military restricted area and it is not possible to 
gain access. However, it was possible to collect some information about this area from 
the internet. The entire site was recently converted from a forestry area into an almost 
urban area. There is a small possibility to detect trails among houses, especially since one 
third of the area was flooded (area 4B in Figure 38). Data were collected during leaf-off 
conditions, although evergreen trees were present.  From the available three sites, eight 
smaller areas were selected that could contain potential trails. From each area, the 
possible trails were cropped and called target areas. The total size of the added target 
areas was used to create another randomly selected area of equal size, that was denoted as  
control area. All points were selected using a minimum distance rule of 5 m from each 
location.  The sample sizes were randomly selected and differ from one site to another 
depending on the size of the area.  
From the larger area No 2, three trails were manually selected and a total number 
of 40 target points and 40 points randomly selected points for ground truth. Of the rest of 








FORT BELVOIR POINTS AND SIZES 










Sub Area-1A_1 731 11 740 7 
Sub Area-1A_2 410 8 410 5 
Sub Area-1A_3 2688 34 2700 26 
Sub Area-1A_4 838 12 840 8 
Sub Area-1A_30 596 8 600 5 
Sub Area-1A_31 541 15 540 10 
Sub Area-1A_32 446 20 450 16 
Sub Area-2_2 10714 60 10720 40 
Table 7.   Fort Belvoir Sub-areas size and its corresponding target and control points 
An advantage of this area was that almost vertical pictures were taken along the 
flight lines at the same time as the airborne LIDAR system recorded the underneath 
surface. This made it possible to compare the real picture with the LIDAR data of the 
same area and recognize trails in areas where the ground was visible among the trees.  
It was a challenge to develop methods to recognize creeks with LIDAR. Some 
visible creeks recognized in the images were deliberately selected to prove that with the 
LIDAR system it might be possible to distinguish a creek from a trail. The LIDAR data 
had very good resolution that made it easier to detect any type of trail on the ground. The 
height and intensity profiles were very useful tools that supply an accurate prediction of 
the type of the trail. With the intensity profile, it was possible to predict the presence of 
flowing water in some creeks based on the intensity values (intensity falls when the laser 




Figure 56.   Area 4B and its corresponding height profile below 
The height profile of any trail indicates if it is a soil depression or natural 
drainage. Generally, man made trails have a start and an end point between two human 
facilities, which are additional features that someone can use to estimate human traffic 
and the accessibility of the trail. If a trail’s end point was at a river, they were considered 
to be creeks. Trails not connected to roads or other human facilities were thought to not 
actually be trails. 
Trails not visible in the images were considered to be covered by vegetation 
(recognized during the analysis of the data using QTM software). This meant that they 
might be natural drainages or an unused human trail that had overgrown low vegetation.  
Other areas with linear depressions that caused them to appear as trails were visible on 
the surface model. Using the QTM software, the object file by itself can also provide 
visual queues to the existence of trails through linear gaps in the model where there is no 
vegetation at the specified AGL or below.  
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Finally, some lodging 3-D data were provided from the area and some LIDAR 
data from small ports in the river that show the accuracy and the resolution of the data 
provided from that area. Also, it is possible to detect some high voltages wires. It is 
remarkable that this area is offered for multiple type LIDAR data analysis (Figure 57).  
 
   
Figure 57.   High resolution of Fort Belvoir Data illustrates the three images 
B. SEQUOIA NATIONAL PARK 
Sequoia data were collected in August 2008 from Airborne 1 Company, just one 
month before the visit. The system’s accuracy is about 50 cm horizontally and 50 cm 
vertically for flat surface. However, unlike the Fort Belvoir site, Sequoia is mountainous 
area and certain factors were taken into account such as the slope of the mountains and 
the height of the trees. As mentioned in Chapter II, the height of the tall trees can be 
underestimated when near other shorter trees.  These factors reduce the overall accuracy, 
so it was necessary to increase the position error. For Sequoia data, a 60 cm horizontal 
and 60 cm vertical accuracy were used.  
The season that the data were recorded did not affect the results of these 
experiments because these trees are evergreen. However, some seasonal trails were 
created into some drainage trails due to the summer drought and were used by people as 
trails during the summer. The area of interest included some of the world’s larger 
sequoias. The network trail was in a tourist area among sequoia trees, which meant that 
most of the trails were paved. The paved trails are easier to recognize with Quick Terrain 
Modeler because they give a lower intensity profile. The unpaved trails were not 
identifiable using the intensity profile of these data. Only the height profile could be 
determined, but it was difficult to detect unpaved trails during data analysis (Figure 58).   
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Figure 58.   Unpaved trails not identified with LIDAR data 
The target points of paved trails were easily recognized because it was easy to 
locate the paved trails using a map available from the Sequoia National Park’s official 
site. Although the ground truth verification of control points were done, this research 
demonstrates mostly the verification of the existing paved trails identified in the data. 
Control points represent a subtotal of the entire area, while the target points are extracted 
from all the detected trails in the area. Also, in this research, trails plotted in the map 
were identified to evaluate LIDAR system as a mapping tool.  
It can be verified that the resolution of the data was the main factor that did not 
permit the identification of unpaved trails. Unpaved trails, with a width less than 1.5 
meters, were not displayed during the analysis of the data. Using these data, only paved 
trails were identified during this visit. To prove that, the inverse procedure was used. 
During this visit, some unpaved trails on a map with the same width (1.5 m) were plotted. 
Afterwards, the data analysis was repeated and attempts were made to identify them, but 
it was impossible. For this kind of analysis, much higher resolution data are required and 
more points must be collected from the ground. An empirical estimation of the resolution 
of surface data from Sequoia gives 0.5 points per square meter. This is much lower than 
the required four points per square meter necessary for this kind of analysis. The 
corresponding resolution of Fort Belvoir data is about 400 points per square meter, 
resulting in a much better analysis (Figure 59). During this visit, the forest was clear from 
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low vegetation and branches due to maintenance work. For that reason, someone would 
expect ground returns of LIDAR with better accuracy and accurate determination of bald 
earth.   
 
   
 (a) (b) 
Figure 59.   The resolution features from (a) Fort Belvoir and (b) Sequoia National 
Park 
From the original area, three smaller areas were selected with differences in 
topology and canopy density to evaluate the poke through the capability of LIDAR. The 
three areas selected for Sequoia National Park consisted of 66 target and 47 control points 
(Table 8). Due to the slope of the area, points that were falling within six meters of each 
other were removed from the area. Thus, points falling within 60 cm of each side were 
considered to be in the trail. 
 
SEQUOIA POINTS AND SIZES 
        Type     
Areas Target Size(m2) Target points Control (m2) Control points 
Sub Area-1 1922 32 1900 19 
Sub Area-2 5990 22 6000 17 
Sub Area-3 2102 12 2100 11 
Table 8.   Sequoia Sub-areas size and its corresponding target and control points 
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Also, in the IDL code that randomly generated target and control points, a 
limitation to exclude points falling within 5 m of each other was inserted. The statistical 
analysis for Sequoia National Park resulted in a trail accuracy of 83.60% and control 
accuracy of 86.0% (as shown in Table 9). This accuracy is satisfied for the quality of the 
data and it turns out that it should be higher for paved trails. All the trails detected during 
the LIDAR data analysis were successfully located and the accuracy decreased since 
some points were identified in longer distance than the predetermined system’s accuracy 
of 60 cm. Thus, all these points classified as no trail should be considered as trails. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the overall accuracy for paved trails is close to 100%. 
On the other hand, in the control areas, some points are classified as trail not showing in 
the LIDAR surface model. The points misclassified as “non trail” were from Site 3. 
These points were identified in an area that includes some unpaved trails. The control 
areas were deliberately not evaluated since it was obvious that many trails were not 
visible during the analysis of the data. This situation exhibits the need for better 
resolution and possibly the need for pre-visit inspection of the area to take note of some 
features of interest.  
 
Sequoia National Park 
LIDAR vs. MANUAL 
Target points Control points 


























Sub-Area 1 32 0.06 0.41 0.467 81,25% 19 0.35 0.399 82,21% 
Sub-Area 2 22 -0.05 0.36 0.418 86,36% 17 0.35 0.383 94,12% 
Sub-Area 3 12 0.26 0.41 0.506 83,33% 11 0.44 0.461 81,81% 
TOTAL 66     47       
AVERAGE   0.090 0.393 0.463 0.836   0.380 0.414 0.860 
Table 9.   Total results from Sequoia Measurements 
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS  
A.  SUMMARY 
The overall results of this experiment were excellent for the quality of Fort 
Belvoir data and encouraging for Sequoia data. Also, this study demonstrates the 
importance of ground truth validation of data to ensure the LIDAR data meets the high 
accuracy requirements. This contributes to the development of new LIDAR technology 
and the evolution of new methods for recorded data dependent on the special features of 
the area of interest. There is an interactive relationship between the researchers that 
develop the system, the people that fly over a specific area to record the data and the 
people that make the ground truth. Without the ground truth verification, the accuracy of 
the system for a specific job cannot be evaluated. The resolution of the collected data 
should meet the requirements of the people that will use these data. Therefore, the 
specifications and parameters of the data should be determined by the end user. It is 
necessary to point out that none of the data were originally collected for the purpose of 
identifying trails under tree canopies. The decision to identify trails under canopy belongs 
to the authors of this study. On the other hand, the topography of Fort Belvoir data shows 
that the data could be mostly used for urban and coastal applications.  
Fort Belvoir LIDAR data were more accurate, and supported by complementary 
information such as images, reference points and geodetic points, that were useful tools 
for analysis. Also, it was a much easier process analyzing these data to distinguish a trail 
from a creek or a ground depression. Although data were collected during leaf-off 
conditions, some areas were covered with evergreen trees. However, this detail did not 
affect the final result. The authors are confident that if it were possible to visit the area, 
the ground truth results would be excellent, due to the large number of ground returns and 
the fact that most of the trails were easily detected even if trail sizes were less than 1.5 m 
wide. All the detected trails were unpaved and mostly used to connect human facilities.   
By comparison to the Fort Belvoir data, the relatively poor spatial point density of 
Sequoia National Park gave little information of the existing trail network. Only the 
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paved trails could be recognized. The Sequoia LIDAR data lacked the complementary 
spectral imagery which was available for Fort Belvoir. This made it difficult to recognize 
unpaved trails on the ground even in open areas with no trees. Thus, although the control 
areas were evaluated, it was certain that many trails were not recognizable due to the 
nature of the data. Furthermore, two researchers with no previous experience conducted 
the research and data analysis.  
The format of LIDAR data contained only discrete returns and did not contain 
waveform data, which are particularly important to model and predict the texture of 
return points. Also, no auto-recognition algorithms were attainable and all trails were 
recognized manually. It is worth mentioning that in forestry applications, full waveform 
analysis is of significant advantage as it improves the ability to analyze multiple targets 
with a single laser pulse. With appropriate post processing of the digitized echo 
waveform, the analysis of the vertical structure of vegetation and the discrimination of 
vegetation against the ground can be improved upon with respect to conventional 
systems. 
B. CONCLUSION 
In this study, it was found that LIDAR is a very promising system that has 
evolved very quickly. In comparison with previous studies with similar results, it is 
amazing how fast the accuracy and resolution of the LIDAR system has improved in the 
past decade. Ten years ago, the pulse rate was about 10,000 pulses per minute, and 
currently, some systems reach an amount of 250,000 pulses per minute. All the 
experiments that take place in forestry areas exhibit the same results regarding the 
specific features that have to be developed in the future. It is obvious that small footprint 
LIDAR systems have the potential to estimate the forest structure and map the area.  A 
small footprint, multiple-return LIDAR sensor is necessary to predict the Digital 
Elevation Model. At least four points per square meter are the minimum requirements to 
identify 1.5 m wide trails. The development of new sensors with higher accuracy, higher 
pulse rate and with rotational scanner can provide an ideal input for bald earth analysis 
and hidden trail extraction under tree canopies.  
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LIDAR tends to be a reliable and cost effective sensor for forestry applications. 
The estimation of forest volume and biomass and the automatic identification of human 
facilities and terrain features under tree canopies can further increase LIDAR utility in 
forestry areas. This allows managers to design human facilities in forests, recreational 
areas and trail network that can offer unique opportunities to visitors.  
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APPENDIX A.  FORESTRY DATA PROCESS USING QTM TOOLS 
Chapter II made a short reference to the most important steps of the process 
followed to extract roads or trails under tree canopy. QTM software is a 3-D modeling 
package developed at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) 
to facilitate real-time manipulation of large amounts of complex 3-D data. It provides 
many useful tools in processing forestry LIDAR data.  
A. BARE EARTH EXTRACTION 
The initial process was made with bare earth algorithm.  
 
It is a digital elevation model processing utility designed to help the user extract 
the man-made structures under a tree canopy. The data should be in ASCII XYZ format; 
otherwise, it needs to be exported into that format. Fort Belvoir and Sequoia data were 
initially in LAS format and had to be converted to XYZ. The output files of bare-earth 
extraction are also in XYZ format, but are classified into three major categories: surface, 
object and cloud. Upon completion, these extracted data are saved into qtt/qtc format.  
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More detailed Point Clouds (qtc) are good for visualizing the data. The Quick 
Terrain Modeler builds point clouds by placing the points exactly where they belong in 3-
D space. There is no interpolation or approximation. It is a good way to visualize the 
extents of a survey, the data density (where point coverage is “thick” or “thin”), survey 
coverage (gaps between airborne survey strips will be exposed), data fidelity and data 
anomalies. Point clouds display the detail of non-massive objects (e.g., trees, bridges, 
power lines, transmission line poles, microwave towers, etc.) better than a surface model. 
Surface Models (.qtt) are good for visualizing terrain and creating “gridded” data sets. 
The Quick Terrain Modeler builds a surface model by laying out a regular grid across the 
survey area and placing a height value on all of the vertices. It then builds a solid surface 
across this grid. The process involves an approximation of data values. Since the result is 
a solid surface, the effect is more visually realistic. Surface models are very good for 
spotting patterns in a terrain (e.g., for archaeology – looking for ruins that may be only a 
few centimeters high in a vast area), analyzing changes to a large area, and creating 
realistic presentations and “fly-throughs.” 
The surface model represents the bare-earth and the object model represents the 
foliage above surface up to a certain height (inserted during bare-earth plug-in procedure 
and the cloud model classification represents the foliage that exists above object files).  
Some additional parameters allow the users to enter values that affect the 
classification data.  
(a)  Minimum Resolution, Maximum Surface Slope, Maximum Surface Delta 
which determines whether points should be part of the surface or not, Maximum Surface 
Variation which by default is 0.1 m, but in foliage areas, the value should be reduced to 
increase the discrimination.  
(b)  Import Model on Completion Panel includes some import options such as:  
i) color code models by classification. When this button is selected, then 




 surface – blue 
 cloud – green 
 object - red 
ii) import surface file as surface model.  This parameter will be used to 
define the underlying grid spacing for the model. This specified value should be set to 
correspond to the density of the original data set. 
iii) import AGL into Alpha channel. This button imports AGL information 
and can later be used for QTM alpha filtering capability to clip points above or below a 
specific height. 
iv) AGL Upper limit. This value is used to classify points as cloud or 
object. Points above upper limits will be classified as clouds and points below will be 
classified as objects. 
(c) The last and very important step is to select the ASCII format and the proper 
Geo-Registration parameters to provide all the information that the process must properly 
read and load the input XYZ file. 
B. DISPLAY TOOLS 
After the bare extraction process, the created surface and object models were 
loaded to identify possible trails and roads. Although one area was identified as a trail, 
other trails were not visible in the data analysis. More trails were clearly identified in the 
data upon further evaluation of the data and terrain features analysis. It is difficult to 
distinguish between waterways or drainage areas and trails or walking paths. The 
incorrect trail identification appeared to be a dry river or creek with extremely dense 
vegetation. 
Some tools within Quick Terrain Modeler were used to extract more trails and 
roads correctly. The Toggle Vertex Colors button turns on/off any colors embedded in the 
models to eliminate the dark areas in the LIDAR images, due to shadow effects, and 
intensity or RGB profile imported with the model. However, trails are identified as dark 
lines, so it needs to be off. Also, the Toggle Height Coloration button turns height 
coloration on and off.  
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The Configure Height Coloration button allows the user to alter the height palette 
or the height mapping by pressing the Configure Height Coloration button or by selecting 
Configure Height Coloration from the Textures menu. This will summon a dialog 
window with sliders representing the minimum and maximum Z over which to spread the 
colors. With this toggle, the terrain scale models were modified by different colors based 
on the terrain morphology. It makes it easier to differentiate between the terrain 
depressions of the trails.  
One of the most important buttons is the Set Lighting tool, which is useful for 
manipulating the lighting to achieve maximum relief in the model or to brighten the 
model. This setting makes it possible to manipulate model lighting in two ways. First, it 
is possible to directly control the intensity of the ambient and direct lighting and second, 




The most useful tool found on the display buttons was the Place Mensuration 
Line. By drawing a line across a trail, many characteristics can be determined like the 
width and the topography profile of the selected points in the interested area. It offers the 
ability to configure the location of a trail, whether it is under or above the slope. Using 
the same tool, trail or road measurement can be done for planning purposes. Pop-up 
boxes under this button’s control provide the length of the placing line along the trail and 





Show/Hide Models displays or hides open models. This is a very useful tool for 
isolating individual models without closing them. Users must click on the individual 
model names to display or hide each individual model. Users can press the “Show All” 
button to display quickly all models simultaneously, “Hide All” to start with no models 
loaded, or “Invert All” to toggle quickly between the visible and hidden models. Note: 
When a subset of loaded models is visible, resetting the view (from the primary button 
bar) will only reset the view to the extent of the visible model(s), rather than to the extent 
of all. 
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APPENDIX B.  ACCURACY TEMPLATES 




Sequoia National Park 
Sub-Area 1 
Points 
Target Points  
Measured distance from point 
(Real-Absolute values ) (m) 
1 0.40 0.40 
2 -0.30 0.30 
3 0.50 0.50 
4 -0.20 0.20 
5 -0.50 0.50 
6 0.90 0.90 
7 -0.70 0.70 
8 -0.50 0.50 
9 -0.20 0.20 
10 0.30 0.30 
11 0.50 0.50 
12 0.90 0.90 
13 -0.40 0.40 
14 0.60 0.60 
15 -0.20 0.20 
16 -0.70 0.70 
17 -0.40 0.40 
18 0.30 0.30 
19 0.50 0.50 
20 0.20 0.20 
21 -0.20 0.20 
22 0.10 0.10 
23 0.20 0.20 
24 0.40 0.40 
25 -0.50 0.50 
26 0.20 0.20 
27 0.40 0.40 
28 0.90 0.90 
29 -0.10 0.10 
30 -0.20 0.20 
31 -0.50 0.50 
32 0.20 0.20 
Mean of the real values (m) 0.06   
Mean of the absolute values (m)   0.41 
RMS (m) 0.466703868 
Average of points inside the trail 26 of 32 = 81.25 %   
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Sequoia National Park 
Sub-Area 1 
Points 
Control Points  
Measured distance from point 
(Real-Absolute values ) (m) 
1   0.40 
2   0.30 
3   0.50 
4   0.10 
5   0.10 
6   0.20 
7   0.30 
8   0.40 
9   0.60 
10   0.40 
11   0.50 
12   0.70 
13   0.50 
14   0.20 
15   0.10 
16   0.60 
17   0.50 
18   0.20 
19   0.10 
Mean of the absolute values (m) 0.35 
RMS (m) 0.399341563 

















Sequoia National Park 
Sub-Area 2 
Points 
Target Points  
Measured distance 
from point (Real-
Absolute values ) (m) 
1 0.30 0.30 
2 0.20 0.20 
3 -0.40 0.40 
4 -0.10 0.10 
5 0.50 0.50 
6 -0.20 0.20 
7 -0.30 0.30 
8 0.30 0.30 
9 0.20 0.20 
10 0.20 0.20 
11 -0.50 0.50 
12 -0.70 0.70 
13 0.30 0.30 
14 0.20 0.20 
15 -0.80 0.80 
16 0.90 0.90 
17 -0.40 0.40 
18 -0.30 0.30 
19 -0.20 0.20 
20 -0.50 0.50 
21 -0.20 0.20 
22 0.30 0.30 
Mean of the real values (m) -0.05   
Mean of the absolute values (m)   0.36 
RMS (m) 0.417786374 









Sequoia National Park 
Sub-Area 2 
Points 
Control Points  
Measured distance from point 
(Real-Absolute values ) (m) 
1   0.10 
2   0.20 
3   0.70 
4   0.40 
5   0.20 
6   0.10 
7   0.30 
8   0.50 
9   0.40 
10   0.40 
11   0.50 
12   0.20 
13   0.50 
14   0.20 
15   0.40 
16   0.50 
17   0.30 
Mean of the absolute values (m) 0.35 
RMS (m) 0.382714761 




















Sequoia National Park 
Sub-Area 3 
Points 
Target Points  
Measured distance 
from point (Real-
Absolute values ) (m) 
1 1,20 1,20 
2 0.70 0.70 
3 0.40 0.40 
4 0.50 0.50 
5 0.50 0.50 
6 -0.10 0.10 
7 0.40 0.40 
8 -0.20 0.20 
9 -0.10 0.10 
10 0.30 0.30 
11 -0.40 0.40 
12 -0.10 0.10 
Mean of the real values (m) 0.26   
Mean of the absolute values (m)   0.41 
RMS (m) 0.505799697 




















Sequoia National Park 
Sub-Area 3 
Points 
Control Points  
Measured distance from point 
(Real-Absolute values ) (m) 
1   0.60 
2   0.50 
3   0.30 
4   0.40 
5   0.50 
6   0.50 
7   0.20 
8   0.50 
9   0.70 
10   0.20 
11   0.40 
Mean of the absolute values (m) 0.44 
RMS (m) 0.461223669 

























Points and Sizes 
 
Sequoia National Park 
 
SEQUOIA POINTS AND SIZES 
        Type     
Areas Target Size(m2) Target points Control (m2) Control points 
Sub Area-1 1922 32 1900 19 
Sub Area-2 5990 22 6000 17 




FORT BELVOIR POINTS AND SIZES 










Sub Area-1A_1 731 11 740 7 
Sub Area-1A_2 410 8 410 5 
Sub Area-1A_3 2688 34 2700 26 
Sub Area-1A_4 838 12 840 8 
Sub Area-1A_30 596 8 600 5 
Sub Area-1A_31 541 15 540 10 
Sub Area-1A_32 446 20 450 16 




Sequoia National Park 
LIDAR vs. MANUAL 




Mean of the 
real values 
(m) 
Mean of the 
absolute 
values (m) RMS (m) 
Average of 
points inside 
the trail Total Numbers 
Mean of the 
absolute 




Sub-Area 1 32 0.06 0.41 0.467 81,25% 19 0.35 0.399 82,21% 
Sub-Area 2 22 -0.05 0.36 0.418 86,36% 17 0.35 0.383 94,12% 
Sub-Area 3 12 0.26 0.41 0.506 83,33% 11 0.44 0.461 81,81% 
TOTAL 66         47       
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